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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
A reclining chair movable between a normal position 
wherein the seat extends generally in a horizontal 
plane and the backrest extends generally in upright 
position; and a plurality of reclining positions wherein 
the seat extends at an incline relative to the horizontal 
and the backrest extends at an angle to the vertical. 
For purposes of styling as well as to provide effective 
back and head support depending on the position of 
the chair, the backrest is formed in two parts including 
a primary backrest and a secondary backrest which 
moves from a retracted position behind the primary 

backrest when the chair is in the normal position, to 
an extended position beyond the backrest when the 
chair is moved into what is known as the T.V. position 
which is a reclined position intermediate the normal 
and fully reclined positions. Pivotally mounted for 
movement relative to each other, the backrest and the 
seat are supported relative to a fixed frame which in 
cludes the armrests and the chair base, by means of a 
balancing link pivotally mounted relative to the frame. 
Additionally included in the chair is an extendable and 
retractable footrest including a main footrest for sup 
porting the feet and a secondary footrest for support 
ing the calves. The footrests are included in a con 
strained linkage system one end of which is pivotally 
mounted relative to the seat to be automatically actu 
ated between a fully retracted position hidden under 
the seat when the chair is in the normal position, and 
a fully extended position projected forwardly from the 
seat when the chair is moved to the T.V. position. Ac 
tuation of the footrest is achieved through relative 
movement of the seat and the balancing link which 
during this phase is restrained against movement rela- ' 
tive to the stationary chair frame. Mounting and actu 
ation of the secondary headrest is achieved through a 
linkage connected to the frame and the primary back 
rest which is connected to the seat and the balancing 
link. During movement from the upright to TV. 
position, the balancing link is restrained against move 
ment relative to the frame, and the seat and backrest 
moved together into a reclined position. Continued 
reclining movement beyond the T.V. position frees 
the balancing link for movement while also causing 
the primary backrest to pivot into further reclined 
position relative to the seat which movement together 
with the freedom of the balancing link causes the seat 
to be moved into a further elevated reclining position. 
When moving between the T.V. and fully reclining 
position, the secondary backrest undergoes a slight 
reverse movement to relieve the angle between the 
secondary backrest and the primary backrest for 
comfort purposes. 

15 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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RECLINING CHAIR 

OBJECTS OF INVENTION 

The present invention relates to improvements in re 
clining chairs of the type having a backrest movable be 
tween an upright or normal position and a fully reclin 
ing position including an intermediate T.V. position; 
and a footrest automatically movable between a re 
tracted position when the backrest is in the upright po 
sition and an extended position when the backrest is in 
the T.V. position. Additionally, the chair includes a 
secondary backrest member movable from a retracted 
position behind the primary backrest member when the 
chair is in the upright position and an extended position 
beyond the primary backrest member when the chair 
is in the T.V. and reclining positions or any positions 
therebetween. 
One of the objects of the present invention is to pro 

vide a new and improved reclining chair of the type de 
scribed as well as novel linkage systems for use therein. ' 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

a reclining chair of the type described which may be 
designed with a normal seating height for example, ap 
proximately 16 to 17 inches, of the seating cushion and 
which will also accommodate a thick cushion in confor 
mance with present day styling references. I 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

such a reclining chair which may be designed to meet 
present day styling requirements as described above 
and yet also includes a footrest system which may be 
projected sufficiently forwardly from the chair to sup 
port the feet as well as the calves of the chair occupant. 
Included herein is the provision of such a reclining 
chair including a footrest which will provide maximum 
foot and calf support and yet may be retracted‘ into a 
compact unit that will be hidden under the seat of the 
chair even when the lower or bottom plane of the chair 
is raised from the ?oor to meet present day styling re 
quirements. ' 

Further included herein is the provision of such a 
chair which may be provided with legs to space the bot 
tom of the chair approximately ?ve inches from the 
?oor and yet will not reveal the footrest linkage when 
in the retracted position. 
A still further object of the present invention is to 

provide a reclining chair incorporating a secondary 
backrest member which will operate smoothly and 
without obstruction between retracted and extended 
positions relative to the primary backrest and at the 
same time, may be designed with sufficient dimension 
to provide proper back and head support. Included 
herein is the provision of such a reclining chair wherein 
gaps between the primary and secondary backrest 
when in reclining position heretofore prevelant with 
prior art chairs, are eliminated or significantly reduced. 
- Yet another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide such a reclining chair wherein the angle between 
the secondary backrest and the primary backrest when 
in the T.V. position is relieved when in the fully re 
clined position to enhance comfort appropriate to the 
full recline position. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

In summary, the above and other objects are 
achieved in a reclining chair including a frame having 
a stationary frame including a base supported from the 
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2 
?oor by legs at the corners of the chair, and opposite 
arm rest projecting upwardly from the base. Pivotally 
mounted relative to the stationary frame for movement 
into various inclined reclining positions relative to the 
horizontal is a seat; the mounting being achieved by a 
balancing link pivotally connected to the seat as well as 
the frame. The backrest is pivotally connected to the 
seat and the main balancing link so as to move down 
wardly on a constant arc with the rear of the seat into 
predetermined inclined positions relative to the hori 
zontal when moving from the normal to the T.V. posi 
tion during which time the balancing link is restrained 
from moving relative to the frame by means of a re 
straining linkage. 
Mounted below the front of the seat is a footrest link 

age, a portion of which is connected to the front end 
portion of the balancing link such as to be automati 
cally actuated into extended position projected for 
wardly from the chair when the seat moves relative to 
the balancing link from upright to T.V. position. The 
footrest linkage system is of the constrained type and 
includes a main footrest or leg support at the free end 
thereof which moves between a vertical position when 
the footrest linkage is retracted and a generally hori 
zontal position when the footrest linkage is fully ex 
tended. Additionally, a secondary footrest for support 
ing the calvesof the legs is included in the footrest link 
age system for movement between a generally horizon 
tal or slightly inclined position when the footrest link‘ 
age is in the fully retracted position and an extended 
generally horizontal position when the footrest linkage 
is in the fully extended position. 
When the backrest is further reclined beyond the 

T.V. position, the restraining linkage permits the bal 
ancing link to move relative to the frame while the 
backrest pivots rearwardly and downwardly relative to 
the seat and frame the effect of which raises the seat 
relative to the frame and places the backrest in a fur 
ther inclined position for reclining. 
The secondary backrest is mounted and actuated by 

means of a linkage system connected to the primary 
backrest as well as the stationary frame such than when 
the primary backrest is moved to the T.V. position as 
described above, the secondary backrest will move 
from a retracted position behind the primary backrest 
to an extended position beyond the primary backrest 
and extending at a predtermined angle relative to the 
primary backrest to properly support the upper back 
and head in harmony with the T.V. position. When 
moving from the T.V. to the fully reclined position, the 
secondary backrest will undergo a slight reverse move 
ment which will act to relieve the angle between the 
secondary backrest and the primary backrest which 
will be suitable for supporting the upper back and the 
head for the fully reclined position. 
The entire linkage system is balanced and automati 

cally operable such that the footrest will be automati 
cally operated between the normal and T.V. positions 
while the backrest may be moved into a multiplicity of 
reclining positions where it will be maintained therein 
through the weight distribution of the chair occupant 
and the balance of the linkage system. 
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DRAWINGS 

Other objects and advantages will become more ap 
parent from the following more detailed description 
taken in conjunction with the attached drawings in 
which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a reclining chair em 

bodying the present invention and shown in a reclining 
position; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged side view of the chair shown in 

a normal or upright position with the linkage system re 
tracted and with portions of the chair frame and uphol 
stery shown in phantom lines; 
FIG. 2A is a side view of the chair when in the normal 

or upright position corresponding to that shown in FIG. 
2 but with the linkage system omitted and with portions 
of the upholstery and frame shown in cross section; 
FIG. 3 is a side view of the chair similar to FIG. 2 but 

with the chair in a reclining position intermediate the 
normal or upright position and the T.V. position; 
FIG. 3A is a view similar to FIG. 2A but when the 

chair is in the position corresponding to that shown in 
FIG. 3; 
FIG. 4 is a side view of the chair similar to FIG. 2 but 

with the chair in a T.V. position; 
FIG. 4A is a view similar to FIG. 2A but when the 

chair is in the T.V. position corresponding to that 
shown in FIG. 4; 
FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 2 but with the chair 

in the fully reclined position; 
FIG. 5A is a view similar to FIG. 2A but when the 

chair is in the fully reclined position corresponding to 
that shown in FIG. 5 and, 
FIG. 6 is a fragmented side view of a slightly modi?ed 

linkage embodying the invention and shown in position 
corresponding generally to that shown in FIG. 3. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Referring to the drawings in detail and initially FIGS. 
1 and 4A, there is shown a reclining chair embodying 
the present invention and including a stationary frame 
composed of a base 10 supported from the ?oor by four 
legs 12 at the corners of the chair and having upstand 
ing opposite sides 14 terminating in armrests 16. Pro 
jected from the front of the chair as shown in FIG. 1 is 
a foot and leg rest generally designated 18 while sup 
port for the back and head is provided by a two part 
backrest including a primary backrest 20 and a secon 
dary backrest 22. FIG. 4A shows the seat 24 on which 
there is a cushion 26 formed separately from the seat. 
Each of the chair parts described may include any con 
ventional frame construction, for example, reactangu 
lar wooden frames with the upholstery formed thereon 
as shown. One such example of the forming is illus 
trated in FIG. 4A wherein 10a designates a cross frame 
piece in base 10 of the stationary frame while pieces 
20a and 24a designate cross pieces in the primary back 
rest and seat frames. While the disclosed chair is one 
incorporating a basic rectangular design, it will be ap 
preciated that any other suitable shapes may be em 
ployed in the design of the chair. 
FIG. 2A shows the normal or what will be termed the 

normal or upright position of the chair wherein seat 24 
extends in a generally horizontal plane but at a slight 
incline, with the backrest 20 and 22 projecting up 
wardly in a generally vertical plane but at a slight in‘ 
cline and with the secondary backrest 22 located in re 
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4 
tracted position behind primary backrest 20. Also in 
this position, the footrest which includes primary foot 
rest 18a for supporting the feet and secondary footrest 
18b for supporting the calves are in the retracted posi 
tion with the primary footrest 18a extending generally 
in a vertical plane at the front of the seat 24, and the 
secondary backrest or calf support 18b extending in a 
generally horizontal plane but at a slight incline below 
seat 24 as illustrated in FIG. 2A. It should be under 
stood that base 10 and its sides 14 and armrest 16 
which make up the stationary frame, always remain sta 
tionary, and various other movable parts move relative 
to the stationary frame. 
Backrest 20, 22 and seat 24 are mounted for move 

ment relative to the stationary frame such that when a 
chair occupant grips armrests 14 and pushes rear 
wardly against the backrest with his back, seat 24 and 
backrest 20, 22 will move into a reclined position de 
pending von the magnitude of force exerted thereon and 
the distribution of the occupant’s weight relative to the 
chair. One position intermediate the upright position 
shown in FIG. 2A and the fully reclined position shown 
in FIG. 5 is known as the T.V. position shown in FIGS. 
4 and 4A. In this position as can be seen from the draw 
ings, secondary backrest 22 has been elevated beyond 
and above primary backrest 20 to extend at a certain 
angle relative thereto while footrests 18a and 18b have 
been moved to fully extended positions for supporting 
the feet and legs of the chair occupant. 
Should the occupant exert additional force rear 

wardly against the backrest the chair will be moved to 
wards the fully reclined position shown in FIGS. 5 and 
5A where seat 24 has been elevated and the backrest 
moved relative to seat 24 into a further reclined posi 
tion, and with footrests 18a, 18b continuing to remain 
in their extended positions but elevated due to the ele 
vation of seat 24. In the fully reclined position shown 
in FIGS. 5 and 5A however, secondary backrest 22 un 
dergoes a slight reverse movement to relieve the angle 
between the secondary backrest 22 and primary back 
rest 20 which angle while desirable in the T.V. position 
is undesirable in the fully reclined position. 

In order to restore the chair to the T.V. or any other 
intermediate reclined position or to return it to the 
original normal or upright position, it is necessary for 
the occupant to merely lean forward thereby redistrib 
uting his weight to change the balance of the system. It 
should be understood that in any of the reclining posi 
tions of the chair, the chair will remain in the desired 
position by virtue of the occupant’s weight distribution 
and the balanced linkage system will be described be 
low. 

SEAT AND PRIMARY BACKREST LINKAGE 

Seat 24 is mounted relative to sides 14 of the station 
ary frame by means of what will be termed a pair of seat 
links 30 fixed on opposite sides of seat 24. While in the 
preferred form of the invention there are two seat links 
30 and two sets of linkages on opposite sides of the 
chair, only one seat link 30 and the related linkage sys 
tem is shown and will be described since both linkage 
systems are identical. Seat link 30 in the shown em 
bodiment includes a substantially straight or rectilinear 
portion fixed along the side of seat 24 and a vertically 
projecting rear portion 32 located rearwardly of seat 24 
as clearly shown in the drawings. Seat link 30 as well 
as all the other linkage parts to be described may be 
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made from a suitable durable strong rigid material such 
as steel or any alloys thereof. Any suitable method such 
as bolts, screws, etc., may be employed for attaching 
seat link 30 to seat frame 24, there being illustrated ap 
ertures such as 34 in the linkages for accommodating 
the attachment fasteners, not shown. 
Seat 24 via seat link 30 is mounted for movement rel 

ative to the stationary frame by means of a balancing 
link 40 connected by pivot 42 to stationary frame for 
pivotal movement relative thereto, and by means of a 
link 38 pivotally connected to the front end of seat link 
30 by pivot 39 and also pivotally connected to the front 
end of balancing link 40 by pivot 41. The pivotal con 
nection of balancing link 40 relative to the stationary 
frame is achieved through a ?xed frame link 36 which 
is suitably rigidly ?xed to the side 14 of the stationary 
frame. ' 

Seat 24 is also mounted at its rear relative to the sta 
tionary frame through a means of a generally V-shaped 
link hereinafter termed a V-link 50 which is rigidly 
?xed to primary backrest 20 and is pivotally connected 
by pivot 52 to the extremity of rear seat link portion 32. 
V-link 50 includes a lower leg 54 which is connected 

to balancing link 40 by means of a straight link 56 piv 
oted at its opposite ends by pivots 57 and 58 to the ex 
tremities of lower V-link leg 54 and balancing link 40. 
Additionally, V-link 50 is connected to the stationary 
frame via a link 60 which is shown as generally parallel 
to link 56. This latter connection is achieved through 
a pivot 62 between an intermediate portion of link 60 
and the rear end portion of stationary frame link 36 
which extends upwardly and rearwardly from the hori 
zontal portion thereof it being understood that the 
frame link 36 is fixed to the stationary frame and is sta 
tionary at all times. 

In order to restrain movement of balancing link 40 
when the seat and backrest move from the normal or 
upright position shown in FIG. 2 to the T.V. position 
shown in FIG. 4, a restraining linkage is provided which 
in the first embodiment shown includes a lower exten 
sion of link 60, the extension being designated 64‘and 
being the part of link 60 which extends downwardly be 
yond pivot 62 which connects link 60 to stationary 
frame link 36. The restraining linkage further includes 
a short restraining link 66 pivotally connected to exten 
sion 64 by pivot 67 and also pivotally connectedat its 
opposite end by pivot 68 to balancing link 40 by means 
of an elongated slot 69 in balancing link 40 which re 
ceives pivot 68 as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. 
When the chair is in the normal or upright position 

shown in FIG. 2, and the occupant exerts pressure on 
the backrest which is facilitated by pushing off the arm 
rests 16, the front end of seat link 30 will be raised up 
wardly and rearwardly and then partly downwardly 
short of its original elevation by means of link 38 which 
interconnects seat link 30 and balance link 40. During 
this motion, balancing link 40 will be restrained against 
moving by means of restraining linkage 64 and 66 
which prevents downward movement of balancing link 
40. The rear end of seat link 30 will move on a constant 
downward are together with V-link 50 causing links 60 
and 56 to pivot clockwise relative to stationary frame 
link 35 and balancing link 40. When the intermediate 
portion of link 60 engages a stud 36b ?xed to stationary 
link 36, the T.V. position will have been reached, stud 
36b acting as a stop in this regard. Should the occupant 
wish to return to the upright position he merely has to 
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6 
lean forward removing pressure from backrest 20 and 
redistributing his weight whereupon the linkage will re 
turn from the position shown in FIG. 4 to the position 
shown in FIG. 2 which is determined by a stop 50a 
fixed at the vertex portion of link 50 to engage the for 
ward edge of seat link 30 as shown in FIG. 2. 

SECONDARY BACKREST 

In the speci?c embodiment shown, a secondary back 
rest 22 includes a cushioned back and headrest sup 
porting portion 22a formed on the top of a lower planar 
portion 22b which is adapted to be'positioned behind 
primary backrest 20 when in the normal or upright po 
sition to form the back surface of the chair. In this lat 
ter position, the back and headrest support portion 220 
of the secondary backrest is received within opposite 
sides 20a of primary backrest 20. 
The secondary backrest linkage includes a mounting 

link 70 suitably ridgidly ?xed to secondary backrest 
portion 22b, and a pair of links 72 and 74 pivoted at 
one of their ends by pivots 71 and 73 to mounting link 
70. The opposite ends of links 72 and 74 are pivoted by 
pivots 77 and 78 to a mounting link 76 which for de 
scriptive purposes may be termed a yoke link. One end 
of yoke link 76 is pivotally connected by pivot 88 to an 
actuator link 80 while an intermediate portion of yoke 
link 76 is pivoted by pivot 82 to the upper leg 55 of V 
link 50. Actuator link 80 is pivotally connected to sec 
ondary backrest link 72 by means of a connecting link 
87 pivotally connected to one end of actuator link 80 
by pivot 90 and pivotally connected intermediate the 
ends of link 72 by pivot 97. Additionally actuator link 
80 is pivoted intermediate its ends by pivot 88 to the 
end of yoke link 76. The lower end of actuator link 80 
is pivotely mounted to stationary frame link 36 by 
means of pivot 94. 

In operation, when moving from the upright position 
shown in FIG. 2 to the T.V. position shown in FIG. 4, 
actuator link 80 will pivot clockwise about its pivot 94 
to stationary frame link 36 such that secondary back 
rest link 72 will be directed counterclockwise about 
point 77 rearwardly and upwardly by virtue of its con 
nection by link 86 to actuator link 80. This will also 
cause link 74 to unfold about pivot 78 thus extending 
secondary backrest 20 into the back and head support 
position shown in FIG. 4. 
When moving from the T.V. position shown in FIG. 

4 to the fully reclined position shown in FIG. 5, V-link 
50 pivots in a clockwise direction about pivot 61 con 
necting it to link 60 the effect of which is to raise the 
rear of seat link 32 by virtue of its connection at 52 to 
V-link 50 until the lower edge of V-link 50 engages the 
stop 95 fixed to seat link 32 as shown in FIG. 5. Also 
during this motion, link 60 will have moved off center 
relative to pivot 68 of restraining link 66 allowing bal 
ancing link 40 to be pivoted downwardly in its rear by 
link 56; the balancing link pivoting about pivot 42 to 
stationary support link 36. The effect will be to raise 
the front and the rear of seat link 30 to further elevate 
the seat as shown in FIG. 5. It will be noted from FIG. 
4 that when in the T.V. position, pivot 94 of actuator 
link 80 and pivot 61 of V-link 50 will be slightly eccen 
tric relative to each other. Thus, when moving from the 
T.V. to the fully reclined position, secondary backrest 
22 will undergo a slight reverse movement relative to 
primary backrest 20 to relieve the angle between the 
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secondary backrest and the primary backrest to place 
them in a comfortable position for fully reclining. 

FOOTREST LINKAGE 

Footrest support 18a has rigidly ?xed thereto a 
mounting bracket or link 100 to which a pair of footrest 
links 102 and 104 are pivotally connected by pivots 
108 and 106; footrest links 102 and 104 being generally 
parallel to each other. Footrest links 102 and 104 are 
pivotably interconnected at their opposite ends by a 
link 110 pivoted to link 104 by pivot 112 and to link 
102 by pivot 114. Link 110 is pivotally connected at its 
upper end by pivot 116 to one end of a W-shaped link 
120 which is also pivotally connected to the rear ex 
tremity of footrest link 102 by means of a link 132 and 
pivot 136. Link 132 is pivotally connected by pivot 138 
to an intermediate portion of the W-shaped link 120 to 
form a parallel linkage with link 110 for actuating foot 
rest links 102 and 104. The rear extremity of W-shape 
link 120 is pivoted by pivot 125 to a mounting and sec 
ondary actuator link 124 which at its upper end is piv 
oted by pivot 128 to seat link 30. A straight link 130 is 
pivoted at one end by pivot 126 to mounting link 124 
and pivoted at its other end by pivot 129 to an interme 
diate portion of link 110 to actuate the same. 
The primary actuating link for the footrest linkage is 

link 38 which as described above is also utilized in 
mounting and actuating the seat relative to balancing 
link 40 and in turn the frame. Link 38 is pivoted to seat 
link 30 by pivot 39 and at its lower end is pivoted by 
link 141 to a lower intermediate portion of W-shape 
link 120. 

In operation, as the chair moves from the upright po 
sition to the T.V. position, main footrest actuator link 
38 will rotate clockwise about pivot 41 to project W 
shape link 120 forwardly which, in turn, together with 
straight link 130 will actuate parallel links 110 and 132 
which in turn will actuate and project footrest links 102 
and 104 for pivoting footrest, mounting link 100 in the 
clockwise direction while projecting same into the ex 
tended generally horizontal position. 
Secondary footrest support 18b is mounted and actu 

ated through means of a link 150 in the form ofa crank, 
one end 152 of which is rigidly secured to secondary 
footrest support 18b. The opposite extremity of link 
150 is pivoted at pivot 108 to mounting link 100 of the 
primary footrest support 182. Secondary footrest link 
150 is actuated by means of an actuator link 154 piv 
oted at 158 to footrest link 102 and at 156 to the bite 
portion of link 150. 

In the fully retracted position shown in FIG. 2, secon 
dary footrest link 150 extends generally in a horizontal 
plane such that when the chair is moved to T.V. posi 
tion and primary footrest links 102 and 104 are ex 
tended and actuated, link 154 will be actuated to pivot 
secondary footrest support link 150 in a counterclock 
wise direction into elevated position for extending the 
secondary footrest 18b. When in the extended position,‘ 
the footrest will remain therein by virtue of the exten 
sion of primary actuator link 38 whose position is gov 
erned by the weight distribution of the chair occupant. 
Should the chair occupant lean forward to bring the 
chair in the upright position, acutation of seat link 30 
and actuator link 38 will cause the footrest and linkage 
to automatically retract. 

If desired, a biasing spring in the form of a tension 
spring 160 may be provided for assisting movement of 
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8 
the footrest linkage to the extended and retracted posi 
tions. Spring 160 is anchored at one end at 162 relative 
to seat 24 and at the opposite ends at 164 relative to 
balancing link 40. Additionally, spring 160 is mounted 
relative to pivot 128 of link 124 to provide an over 
center bias depending on the position of spring 160 rel 
ative to pivot 128 whereby the spring will impose a 
yieldable bias with respect to both the extended and re 
tracted positions of the footrest linkage system. 

It will be seen that the above described footrest link 
age provides enhanced extension of the footrest to per 
mit proper support of the feet and legs while at the 
same time permitting the entire footrest linkage to be 
retracted into a compact unit under the chair con 
cealed from exposure. 
Referring now to FIG. 5, there is shown a linkage sys 

tem for a recliner chair similar to that described above 
with the exception of one modification relating to the 
restraining linkage which is constituted in the above 
described embodiment by links 64 and 66. In the modi 
?cation of FIG. 6, a link 260 is provided corresponding 
to link 60 in the above-described embodiment however 
in the presently described modi?cation, the extension 
64 is no longer needed. Instead, link 256 in the pres 
ently described embodiment which corresponds to link 
56 in the above-described embodiment, is provided 
with a hook portion 258 adapted to be received over a 
stop 262 projecting from the pivot of link 260 to sta 
tionary frame link 36. When the chair moves from the 
normal to the T.V. position, downward movement of 
balancing link 40 is prevented by stop 262 which ob‘ 
structs downward movement of link 256 by virtue of 
hook 258 engaged over stop 262. When the chair 
moves beyond the T.V. position towards the fully re 
clined position, link 256 will have pivoted clockwise 
suf?ciently to clear stop 262 thereby permitting bal 
ance link 40 to move downwardly at its rear end under 
the in?uence of link 258. The remainder of the linkage 
in the modi?cation of FIG. 6 is the same as that de 
scribed above. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a reclining chair having a stationary frame, a 

seat mounted on the frame for movement relative to 
the frame between normal and reclining positions, and 
a backrest pivotally connected to the seat to be mov 
able with the seat between normal and reclining posi 
tions and to be movable relative to the seat between a 
partially reclined position and a fully reclined position; 
linkage means for supporting said seat and backrest for 
movement relative to the frame between said normal 
and reclining positions thereof, the linkage means in 
cluding a balance link extending below said seat, first 
pivot means pivotally mounting said balance link inter 
mediate its ends to said frame for permitting said bal 
ance link to move relative to said frame, a front mount 
ing link pivotally interconnecting front portions of said 
balance link and said seat, a second, rear mounting link 
pivotally interconnecting the backrest and a rear end 
portion of said balance link, said ?rst pivot means being 
located intermediate the connections of said front and 
rear mounting links to said balance link, and restraining 
means preventing pivoting movement of said balance 
link relative to said frame when the chair moves from 
a normal to said partially reclined position but permit 
ting pivotal movement of said balance link about said 
?rst pivot means relative to said frame under actuation 
by said rear mounting link when the backrest is moved 
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to a further reclined position beyond said partially re 
clined position, said linkage means including a third, 
rear mounting link pivotally connected to said backrest 
and pivotally connected to said frame forwardly of said 
second rear mounting link, the pivotal connection be 
tween said third mounting link and said backrest acting 
as a fulcrum for said'back rest when moving beyond 
said partially reclined position to a further reclined po 
sition, said first pivot means being located forwardly of 
the pivotal connection of the third mounting link to the 
frame. 

2. The reclining chair defined in claim 1 wherein said 
linkage means includes a first stop means ?xed to said 
frame engageable by said third mounting link when the 
chair moves into said partially reclined position for pre 
venting further movement of said third mounting link 
as the chair moves beyond said partially reclined posi 
tion towards a further reclined position and permitting 
said third mounting link to act as a fulcrum for said 
backrest when moving beyond said partially reclined 
position to said further reclined position, said linkage 
means including a further stop means on said seat en 
gageable with a portion of said backrest for limiting 
movement of said backrest to a fully reclined position 
beyond said partially reclined position. 

3. The reclining chair de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
restraining means includes a stop on said third mount 
ing link and a portion projecting from said second 
mounting link and engageable with said stop. 

4. The reclining chair de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
backrest includes a primary backrest to which said seat 
and rear mounting links are pivotally connected as 
aforesaid, and a secondary backrest movable between 
a retracted position behind the primary backrest and an 
extended position projected beyond the primary back 
rest when the chair is moved into said partially reclined 
position, and wherein there is further included a second 
linkage means for mounting and actuating said secon 
dary backrest said second linkage means including a 
pair of secondary backrest links pivotally connected to 
said secondary backrest, a secondary backrest mount 
ing link pivoted intermediate its ends to said primary 
backrest for rotation relative thereto, said secondary 
backrest links being pivotally connected to said back 
rest mounting link at one side of the pivot of the secon 
dary backrest mounting link to said primary backrest, 
and a secondary backrest actuator link pivotally con 
nected intermediate its ends to said secondary backrest 
mounting link at the side of its pivot to said primary 
backrest opposite the side of said secondary backrest 
links, one end portion of said actuator link being pivot 
ally mounted relative to said frame while the other end 
of said actuator link being pivotally connected to one 
of said secondary backrest links. 

5. The reclining chair de?ned in claim 4 wherein said 
second linkage means further includes a connecting 
link pivotally interconnecting said actuator link and 
one of said secondary backrest links. 

6. The reclining chair de?ned in claim 4 further in 
cluding a footrest movable between a retracted posi 
tion underlying said seat and an extended position pro 
jected forwardly from the front of the seat, and wherein 
there is further included third linkage means for 
mounting and actuating said footrest between said ex 
tended and retracted positions thereof, said third link 
age means including said front mounting link which ac 
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10 
tuates said third linkage means between extended and 
retracted positions of said footrest. 

7. The reclining chair de?ned in claim 6 wherein said 
third linkage means includes a pair of generally parallel 
footrest links pivotally connected at spaced locations to 
said footrest, and wherein there is further included a 
leg support for supporting the calves of the legs and 
being movable between a retracted position below said 
seat and an extended position projected forwardly of 
said seat but rearwardly of said footrest, said third link 
age means further including a leg support mounting 
link ?xed to said leg support and pivotally connected 
to said footrest at the same location as one of said foot 
rest links, and a leg support actuator link pivotally con 
nected to the other of said footrest links and pivotally 
connected intermediate the ends of said leg support 
mounting link for causing actuation of said leg support 
between said extended and retracted positions thereof. 

8. The reclining chair defined in claim 1 further in 
cluding a footrest movable between a retracted posi 
tion underlying said seat and an extended position pro 
jected forwardly from the front of the seat, and wherein 
there is further included second linkage means for 
mounting and actuating said footrest between said ex 
tended and retracted positions thereof, said second 
linkage means including said front mounting link which 
actuates said second linkage means between extended 
and retracted positions of said footrest. 

9. The reclining chair de?ned in claim 8 wherein said 
second linkage means includes a pair of generally par 
allel footrest links pivotally connected at spaced loca 
tions to said footrest, and wherein there is further in 
cluded a leg support for supporting the calves of the 
legs and being movable between a retracted position 
below said seat and an extended position projected for 
wardly of said seat but rearwardly of said footrest, said 
second linkage means further including a leg support 
mounting link ?xed to said leg support and pivotally 
connected to said footrest at the same location as one 
of said footrest links, and a leg support actuator link 
pivotally connected to the other of said footrest links 
and pivotally connected intermediate the ends of said 
leg support mounting link for causing actuation of said 
leg support between said extended and retracted posi 
tions of said leg support. 

10. In a reclining chair including a seat, and a pri 
mary backrest movable between a normal generally up 
right position and a reclining position extending at an 
incline to the vertical; a secondary backrest and linkage 
means mounting said secondary backrest to the pri 
mary backrest for movement between a retracted posi 
tion located behind the primary backrest when the lat 
ter is in the upright position and an extended position 
projected beyond the primary backrest when the latter 
is in a reclined position, said linkage means including 
a mounting link pivoted intermediate its ends thereof 
to said primary backrest for rotation relative thereto, a 
pair of secondary backrest links pivotally connected to 
said secondary backrest and also pivotally connected to 
said mounting link at one side of the pivotal connection 
of the mounting link to the primary backrest, an actua 
tor link having one end portion mounted for pivotal 
movement relative to the chair and an opposite end 
portion pivotally connected to one of said secondary 
backrest links, said actuator link being pivotally con 
nected intermediate its ends to said mounting link on 
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the opposite side of the pivotal connection of the 
mounting link to the primary backrest. 

11. The chair de?ned in claim 10 wherein said one 
of said secondary backrest links is pivotally connected 
to said mounting link at one of the ends thereof and 
wherein the other secondary backrest link is pivotally 
connected to said mounting link at a point intermediate 
the pivotal connection to the primary backrest and the 
pivotal connection to said one secondary backrest link. 

12. The chair defined in claim 10 further including a 
fulcrum means about which said primary backrest 
moves when moving between a partially reclined posi 
tion at which said secondary backrest is in the extended 
position and a fully reclined position and at which said 
secondary remains in said extended position, and 
wherein the pivotal connection of said actuator link 
and the chair is adjacent but eccentric relative to the 
fulcrum means when the primary backrest is in the par 
tially and fully reclined positions such that the angle be 
tween the primary backrest and secondary backrest is 
greater in the fully reclined position than in the par 
tially reclined position. 

13. For use in a reclining chair having a stationary 
frame, a seat mounted on the frame for movement rela 
tive to the frame between normal'and reclining posi 
tions, and a backrest pivotally connected to the seat to 
be movable with the seat between normal and reclining 
positions and to be movable relative to the seat be 
tween a partially reclined position and a fully reclined 
position; a linkage means for supporting said seat and 
backrest for movement relative to the frame between 
said normal and reclining positions thereof, the linkage 
means including a seat link adapted to be ?xed to the 
seat to be movable therewith, a backrest link adapted 
to be fixed to the backrest to be movable therewith, 
said backrest link being pivotally connected to a rear 
end portion of said seat link, a frame link adapted to be 
?xed to the frame and extending generally below said 
seat link and rearwardly thereof, a balancing link ex 
tending generally between said frame and seat link and 
pivotally connected intermediate its ends to said frame 
link, a front mounting link pivotally connected to front 
portions of said seat link and said balancing link, a rear 
mounting link pivotally connected to said backrest link 
and to a rear end portion of said balancing link, and re 
straining means for preventing pivotal movement of 
said balancing link relative to said frame link when the 
backrest is moved from a normal generally upright po 
sition to a partially reclined position but permitting piv 
otal movement of said balancing link relative to said 
frame link under actuation by said rear mounting link 
when the backrest is moved to a further reclined posi 
tion beyond said partially reclined position, and 
wherein said restraining means includes a stop on said 
mounting link and a portion projecting from said sec 
ond mounting link and engageable with said stop. 

14. For use in a reclining chair having a stationary 
frame, a seat mounted on the frame for movement rela 
tive to the frame between normal and reclining posi 
tions, and a backrest pivotally connected to the seat to 
be movable with the seat between normal and reclining 
positions and to be movable relative to the seat be 
tween a partially reclined position and a fully reclined 
position; a linkage means for supporting said seat and 
backrest for movement relative to the frame between 
said normal and reclining positions thereof, the linkage 
means including a seat link adapted to be ?xed to the 

12 
seat to be movable therewith, a backrest link adapted 
to be ?xed to the backrest to be movable therewith, 
said backrest link being pivotally connected to a rear 
end portion of said seat link, a frame link adapted to be 

5 ?xed to the frame and extending generally below said 
seat link and rearwardly thereof, a balancing link ex 
tending generally between said frame and seat link and 
pivotally connected intermediate its ends to said frame 
link, a front mounting link pivotally connected to front 
portions of said seat link and said balancing link, a rear 
mounting link pivotally connected to said backrest link 
and to a rear end portion of said balancing link, and re 
straining means for preventing pivotal movement of 
said balancing link relative to said frame link when the 
backrest is moved from a normal generally upright po 
sition to a partially reclined position but permitting piv 
otal movement of said balancing link relative to said 
frame link under actuation by said rear mounting link 
when the backrest is moved to a further reclined posi 
tion beyond said partially reclined position, and 
wherein the backrest includes a primary backrest to 
which said seat and rear mounting links are pivotally 
connected as aforesaid, and a secondary backrest mov 
able between a retracted position behind the primary 
backrest and an extended position projected beyond 
the primary backrest when the chair is moved into said 
partially reclined position; a second linkage means for 
mounting and actuating said secondary backrest, said 
second linkage means including a secondary backrest 
bracket adapted to be fixed to the secondary backrest, 
a pair of secondary backrest links pivotally connected 
to said secondary backrest bracket, a secondary back 
rest mounting link pivoted intermediate its ends to said 
backrest link for rotation relative thereto, said secon 
dary backrest links being pivotally connected to said 
backrest mounting link at one side of the pivotal con~ 
nection to said backrest link, and a secondary backrest 
actuator link pivotally connected intermediate its ends 
to said secondary backrest mounting link at the side of 
its pivot to said backrest link opposite the side of said 
secondary backrest links, one end portion of said actu 
ator link being pivotally connected relative to said 
frame link while the other end of said actuator link 
being pivotally connected to one of said secondary 
backrest links. 

15. For use in a reclining chair having a stationary 
frame, a seat mounted on the frame for movement rela 
tive to the frame between normal and reclining posi 
tions, and a backrest pivotally connected to the seat to 
be movable with the seat between normal and reclining 
positions and to be movable relative to the seat be 
tween a partially reclined position and a fully reclined 
position; a linkage means for supporting said seat and 
backrest for movement relative to the frame between 
said normal and reclining positions thereof, the linkage 
means including a seat link adapted to be fixed to the 
seat to be movable therewith, a backrest link adapted 
to be ?xed to the backrest to be movable therewith, 
said backrest link being pivotally connected to a rear 
end portion of said seat link, a frame link adapted to be 
?xed to the frame and extending generally below said 
seat link and rearwardly thereof, a balancing link ex 
tending generally between said frame and seat link and 
pivotally connected intermediate its ends to said frame 
link, a front mounting link pivotally connected to front 
portions of said seat link and said balancing link, a rear 
mounting link pivotally connected to said backrest link 
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and to a rear end portion of said balancing link, and re 
straining means for preventing pivotal movement of 
said balancing link relative to said frame link when the 
backrest is moved from a normal generally upright po 
sition to a partially reclined position but permitting piv 
otal movement of said balancing link relative to said 
frame link under actuation by said rear mounting link 
when the backrest is moved to a further reclined posi 
tion beyond said partially reclined position, and 
wherein the backrest includes a primary backrest to 
which said seat and rear mounting links are pivotally 
connected as aforesaid, and a secondary backrest mov 
able between a retracted position behind the primary 
backrest and an extended position projected beyond 
the primary backrest when the chair is moved into said 
partially reclined position; a second linkage means for 
mounting and actuating said secondary backrest, said 
second linkage means including a secondary backrest, 
said second linkage means including a secondary back 
rest bracket adapted to be ?xed to the secondary back 
rest, a pair of secondary backrest links pivotally con 
nected to said secondary backrest bracket, a secondary 
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backrest mounting link pivoted intermediate its ends to 
said backrest link for rotation relative thereto, said sec 
ondary backrest links being pivotally connected to said 
backrest mounting link at one side of the pivotal con 
nection to said backrest link, and a secondary backrest 
actuator link pivotally connected intermediate its ends 
to said secondary backrest mounting link at the side of 
its pivot to said backrest link opposite the side of said 
secondary backrest links, one end portion of said actu 
ator link being pivotally connected relative to said 
frame link while the other end of said actuator link 
being pivotally connected to one of said secondary 
backrest links, and wherein the pivotal connection of 
the third rear mounting link to the primary backrest 
link is adjacent but eccentric to the pivotal connection 
of the secondary backrest actuator link to said frame 
whereby when the backrest moves into a position be 
yond the partially reclined position into a fully reclined 
position, the angle between the secondary backrest and 
the primary backrest is greater in the fully reclined po 
sition than in the partially reclined position. 

* * * * =l< 


